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Errors in Healthcare

In 1999, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) released its landmark report, *To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System*. The chilling conclusion of that report was that tens of thousands of Americans die each year and hundreds of thousands are injured by the very health system from which they sought help. That report and its companion, *Crossing the Quality Chasm*, have had a profound impact on how health care is viewed. The information and perspectives moved conversations regarding patient safety and quality care from inside health care institutions to the mainstream of media, corporate America, and public policy. These reports also raised awareness of the depth and complexity of quality challenges and prompted the marked expansion of quality improvement efforts through research and other means.

Error Classification

Defining Error

**Human Error**
While one frequently finds references to human error in the mass media, the term has actually fallen into disfavor among many patient safety researchers. The reasons are fairly straightforward. The term lacks explanatory power by not explaining anything other than a human was involved in the mishap. Too often the term ‘human error’ connotes blame and a search for the guilty culprits, suggesting some sort of human deficiency or lack of attentiveness. When human error is viewed as a cause rather than a consequence, it serves as a cloak for our ignorance. By serving as an end point rather than a starting point, it slows further understanding. It is essential to recognize that errors are simply the symptoms or indicators that there are defects elsewhere in the system and not the defects themselves.

**Near Miss**
A “near miss” represents the identification of a potential safety problem, prior to it resulting in an injury.

**Adverse Event**
Adverse events are defined as injuries that result from medical management rather than the underlying disease. While the proximal error preceding an adverse event is mostly considered attributable to human error, the underlying causes of errors are found at the system level and are due to system flaws; system flaws are factors designed into health care organizations and are often beyond the control of an individual. In other words, errors have been used as markers of performance at the individual, team, or system level. Adverse events have been classified as either...
preventable or not, and some preventable adverse events (fewer than one in three) are considered to be caused by negligence.

**Sentinel Event**
A sentinel event is defined as any unanticipated event in a healthcare setting resulting in death or serious physical or psychological injury to a patient or patients, not related to the natural course of the patient's illness. Sentinel events include loss of a limb or gross motor function, and any event for which a recurrence would carry a risk of a serious adverse outcome.

**Error Taxonomy**
The origins of the patient safety problem are classified in terms of type of error:
- Communication - failures between patient or patient proxy and practitioners, practitioner and non-medical staff, or among practitioners
- Patient management - improper delegation, failure in tracking, wrong referral, or wrong use of resources
- Clinical performance - before, during, and after intervention.

**Error Domains**
The types of errors and harm are further classified regarding domain, or where they occurred across the spectrum of health care providers and settings.
The root causes of harm are identified in the following terms:

**Active Failure**
Active errors occur at the point of contact between a human and some aspect of a larger system (e.g., a human–machine interface). They are generally readily apparent (e.g., pushing an incorrect button, ignoring a warning light) and almost always involve someone at the frontline. Active failures are sometimes referred to as errors at the sharp end, figuratively referring to a scalpel. In other words, errors at the sharp end are noticed first because they are committed by the person closest to the patient. This person may literally be holding a scalpel (e.g., an orthopedist operating on the wrong leg) or figuratively be administering any kind of therapy (e.g., a nurse programming an intravenous pump) or performing any aspect of care.

**Latent Failure**
Latent errors (or latent conditions) refer to less apparent failures of organization or design that contributed to the occurrence of errors or allowed them to cause harm to patients. For instance, whereas the active failure in a particular adverse event may have been a mistake in programming an intravenous pump, a latent error might be that the institution uses multiple different types of infusion pumps, making programming errors more likely. Thus, latent errors are quite literally "accidents waiting to happen." Latent errors are sometimes referred to as
errors at the blunt end, referring to the many layers of the health care system that affect the person "holding" the scalpel.

**Technical Failure**
Technical failures include device/equipment malfunction or failure. In many instances diagnostic, monitoring, or therapeutic equipment can fail and lead to significant harm to patients.

**Organizational System Failure**
Organizational system failure includes indirect failures involving management, organizational culture, protocols/processes, transfer of knowledge, and external factors.

**Human Factors**

Two types of cognitive tasks may result in errors in medicine. The first type of task occurs when people engage in well-known, oft-repeated processes, such as driving to work or making a pot of coffee. Errors may occur while performing these tasks because of interruptions, fatigue, time pressure, anger, distraction, anxiety, fear, or boredom. By contrast, tasks that require problem solving are done more slowly and sequentially, are perceived as more difficult, and require conscious attention. Examples include making a differential diagnosis and readying several types of equipment made by different manufacturers. Errors here are due to misinterpretation of the problem that must be solved and lack of knowledge. Keeping in mind these two different kinds of tasks is helpful to understanding the multiple reasons for errors and is the first step in preventing them.

People make errors for a variety of reasons that have little to do with lack of good intention or knowledge. Humans have many intellectual strengths (e.g., large memory capacity and an ability to react creatively and effectively to the unexpected) and limitations (e.g., difficulty attending carefully to several things at once and generally poor computational ability, especially when tired).

When errors occur, the deficiencies of health care providers (e.g., insufficient training and inadequate experience) and opportunities to circumvent rules are manifested as mistakes, violations, and incompetence. Violations are deviations from safe operating procedures, standards, and rules, which can be routine and necessary or involve risk of harm. Human susceptibility to stress and fatigue; emotions; and human cognitive abilities, attention span, and perceptions can influence problem-solving abilities.

Human performance and problem-solving abilities are categorized as skill based (i.e., patterns of thoughts and actions that are governed by previously stored patterns of preprogrammed instructions and those performed unconsciously), rule based (i.e., solutions to familiar problems that are governed by rules and
preconditions), and knowledge based (i.e., used when new situations are encountered and require conscious analytic processing based on stored knowledge).

**Skill-based Errors**
Skill-based errors are considered “slips,” which are defined as unconscious aberrations influenced by stored patterns of preprogrammed instructions in a normally routine activity. Distractions and interruptions can precede skill-based errors, specifically diverting attention and causing forgetfulness.

**Rule-based Errors**
Rule-based and knowledge-based errors are caused by errors in conscious thought and are considered “mistakes.” Breaking the rules to work around obstacles is considered a rule-based error because it can lead to dangerous situations and may increase one’s predilection toward engaging in other unsafe actions.

Work-arounds are defined as “work patterns an individual or a group of individuals create to accomplish a crucial work goal within a system of dysfunctional work processes that prohibits the accomplishment of that goal or makes it difficult”. Work-arounds could introduce errors when the underlying work processes and workflows are not understood and accounted for, but they could also represent a “superior process” toward reaching the desired goal.

**Knowledge-based Errors**
Knowledge-based errors occur when individuals do not have adequate knowledge to provide the care that is required for any given patient at the time it is needed.

**Changes to Improve Safety**
Changes in health care work environments are needed to realize quality and safety improvements. Because errors, particularly adverse events, are caused by the cumulative effects of smaller errors within organizational structures and processes of care, focusing on the systemic approach of change focuses on those factors in the chain of events leading to errors and adverse events. From a systems approach, avoidable errors are targeted through key strategies such as effective teamwork and communication, institutionalizing a culture of safety, providing patient-centered care, and using evidence-based practice with the objective of managing uncertainty and the goal of improvement.

All health care organizations, professional groups, and private and public purchasers should adopt as their explicit purpose to continually reduce the burden of illness, injury, and disability; and to improve the health and functioning
of the people of the United States. For this recommendation to be realized, health care has to achieve six aims: to be safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, and equitable.

Health care for the 21st century needs to be redesigned, ensuring that care be based on a continuous healing relationship, customized inclusion of patient needs and values, focused on the patient as the source of control, and based on shared knowledge and the free flow of information. Patient-centered care would improve health outcomes and reduce or eliminate any disparities associated with access to needed care and quality.

**Patient-Centered Care**

Patient-centered care is considered to be interrelated with both quality and safety. The role of patients as part of the “team” can influence the quality of care they receive and their outcomes. Clinicians must partner with patients (and the patient’s family and friends, when appropriate) to realize informed, shared decision-making, improve patient knowledge, and inform self-management skills and preventive behaviors. Patients seek care from competent and knowledgeable health professionals to meet their physical and emotional needs. Within this framework, the clinician’s recommendations and actions should be customized to the patient and informed by an understanding of the patient’s needs, preferences, knowledge and beliefs, and when possible, enhance the patient’s ability to act on the information provided. It follows then that an effective clinician-patient partnership should include informed, shared decision-making and development of patient knowledge and skills needed for self-management of chronic conditions.

Patients and families have been and are becoming more involved in their care. Patients who are involved with their care decisions and management have better outcomes than those patients who are not. Patient self-management, particularly for chronic conditions, has been shown to be associated with improvements in quality of life and health status, decreased utilization of services, and improved physical activity.

Patient-centeredness is increasingly recognized as an important professional evolution and holds enormous promise for improving the quality and safety of health care. Yet, patient-centered care has not become the standard of care throughout care systems and among all clinicians. For patient-centered care to become the “standard”, care processes need to be redesigned and the roles of clinicians need to be modified to enable effective teamwork and collaboration throughout care settings.
Teamwork and Collaboration

It is nonsensical to believe that one group or organization or person can improve the quality and safety of health care in this Nation. In that patient safety is inextricably linked with communication and teamwork, there is a significant need to improve teamwork and communication. The Joint Commission has found communication failures to be the primary root cause of more than 60 percent of sentinel events reported. Ineffective communication or problems with communication can lead to misunderstandings, loss of information, and the wrong information. There are many strategies to improve interdisciplinary collaboration, including using multidisciplinary teams as a standard for care processes.

Interprofessional and intraprofessional collaboration, through multidisciplinary teams, is important in the right work environments. Skills for teamwork are considered non-technical and include leadership, mutual performance monitoring, adaptability, and flexibility. Teamwork and interdisciplinary collaboration have the potential to mitigate error and increase system resilience to error. Clinicians working in teams will make fewer errors when they work well together, use well-planned and standardized processes, know team members’ and their own responsibilities, and constantly monitor team members’ performance to prevent errors before they could cause harm. Teams can be effective when members monitor each other’s performance, provide assistance and feedback when needed, and when they distribute workloads and shift responsibilities to others when necessary.

The importance of training members to work effectively in multidisciplinary teams to achieve high reliability in patient (e.g., no adverse events) and staff outcomes (e.g., satisfaction working with team members and improved communication) are especially significant when team members are given formal training to improve behaviors. Conversely, lack of effective teamwork, such as poor communication and collaboration within and between disciplines, have been found to have negative effects on patient outcomes (e.g., surgical errors) and higher mortality. Poor teamwork as well as disrespectful, rude, and insulting behaviors have no place in health care and can potentially increase unsafe practices.

Leadership

The work environment, communication and collaboration among clinicians, and decision-making are also linked to leadership and management within health care organizations. The performance of organizations and the use of evidence in practice are factors dependent upon leadership, particularly among middle/unit-based clinical management. The personality and attitudes of leaders has been shown to have an impact on safety and on perceptions about how safety is managed. Visible, supportive, and transformational leadership to address clinical
practice and work environment issues is critical as is leadership to ensure that the work environment supports caregivers and fosters collaborative partnerships.

Unfortunately, giving encouragement is not generally stated as a high-priority role of health care supervisors. Traditionally, technical skills and productivity on the job were aspects that received the supervisor’s primary focus. However, there is a growing appreciation that encouragement is a transformational leadership technique that is related to productivity on the job and to quality work. Use of encouragement is a leadership technique that fits in today's people-oriented work climate.

**A Culture of Safety**

The creation of cultures of safety within all health care organizations is critically important. A safety culture is defined as “the product of the individual and group values, attitudes, competencies and patterns of behavior that determine the commitment to, and the style and proficiency of, an organization’s health and safety programs. An organization’s culture is based on its history, its mission and goals, and its past and current leadership. Organizations with a positive safety culture are characterized by communication guided by mutual trust, shared perceptions of the importance of safety, and confidence that error-preventing strategies would work.

Organizational climate refers to the atmosphere of aggregate attitudes and perceptions of how individuals feel about their places of work, which are associated with both individual and team motivation and satisfaction. The climate within an organization represents a moveable set of perceptions related to conditions within the workplace which can be changed by the values, attributes, skills, actions, and priorities of organization leaders and managers. A safety climate is a type of organizational culture and is the result of effective interplay of structure and processes factors and the attitude, perception, and behavior of staff related to safety. A climate of safety is represented by employee perceptions of: the priority of safety within the work environment on their unit and across the organization, and is influenced by management decisions; safety norms and expectations; and safety policies, procedures, and practices within the organization.

It follows then that the higher the safety culture, the safer and better the quality of care. Researchers have compared the safety cultures of hospitals to the aviation industry—which has been associated with high safety cultures—and found that the safety climate in hospitals was worse; and within hospitals, the safety culture was worse in operating rooms and emergency departments. The perception of safety within a hospital has been found to be more positive among leaders and managers than among those directly involved in care. The perceptions of hospital staff of the patient safety culture have also been found to be associated with empowerment.
Additionally, more errors are found in organizations with poor safety cultures. In fact, some researchers found that the safety climate predicted the occurrence of medication errors, that the level of safety was associated with the unit-specific and hospital-wide climates, and that a positive safety climate in a unit could compensate for the detrimental effects of a low hospital-wide climate.

Developing and transitioning to a culture of safety requires strong, committed leadership by executives, hospital boards, and staff. The essential elements of an effective safety culture include the commitment of leadership to safety and empowering and engaging all employees in ongoing vigilance through communication, nonhierarchical decision-making, constrained improvisation, training, and rewards and incentives. Creating such a patient safety culture also requires the following components: (1) a reporting culture, (2) a flexible culture, (3) a learning culture, (4) a wary culture, and (5) a just culture.

It should be understood that changing the culture within an organization is difficult and can happen only over time. Historically, clinicians have been blamed if they were involved in an error/adverse event because they stood between errors. Thus, for health care providers to not be at the sharp end of blame, it is important for organizational leaders and managers to establish a just culture that values reporting, where errors can be reported without fear of retribution; where staff can trust leaders to make a distinction between blameless and blameworthy; and where the organization seeks to ferret out the root causes of that error, focusing on systems and process factors. Just as important, organizational leaders, managers, and staff need to learn from the continuous assessment of safety culture and make efforts to continually improve organizational performance and demonstrate success in safety improvements.

If an organization’s culture is based on secrecy, defensive behaviors, professional protectionism, and inappropriate deference to authority, the culture invites threats to patient safety and poor-quality care. Several factors can impede the development of a culture of safety, including:

- a clinician’s tendency to view errors as failures that warrant blame
- the focus of training on rules rather than knowledge
- punishing the individual rather than improving the system
- assuming that if a patient was not injured, that no action is required.

Each of these factors stems from organizations and the people in them having unrealistic expectations of clinical perfection, refusing to accept the fallibility of humans, and discounting the benefit of effective multidisciplinary teams.

Changing an organization’s culture of safety should begin with an assessment of the current culture, followed by an assessment of the relationship between an organization’s culture and the health care quality and safety within the
organization. Several tools have been developed to measure the safety culture within organizations to inform specific interventions and opportunities for improvement. They have focused on dimensions of a patient safety climate, including leadership and management (e.g., personality and attitudes), teamwork, communication, staffing, attitudes/perceptions about safety, responses to error, policies, and procedures. Some of these tools could be used for individual or team assessment, or to compare organization-wide perceptions or unit-specific perceptions. A recent tool that was developed can be used to differentiate patient from staff safety and types of clinicians. Another of these tools (www.ahrq.gov/qual/hospculture/#toolkit) has been used to compare safety cultures among hospitals.

**The Challenge of Change**

The question has been whether efforts to improve the quality and safety of care have been moving quickly enough. Many leaders have raised concern that clinicians, administrators, policymakers, and researchers have not been moving quickly enough toward safe care.

Organizations such as the Institute of Medicine (IOM), Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the Joint Commission, and Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) have been emphasizing the need for significant improvements in quality and patient safety. Yet depth and breadth of organizational quality and safety improvement changes are variable. Organizations need to be flexible to keep pace with the rapid changes in healthcare and the growing evidence base. To do so, they need to be willing to adopt new knowledge and innovations, which entails a social and political process, which nearly always involves debate and reference to others’ views, a process that needs to include all leaders, managers, and staff.

Employees within organizations, particularly clinical leaders and staff, need to redesign care processes and revisit the roles and responsibilities of team members. Several organizations have reported difficulties in improving patient safety because of the need for transparency in reporting on performance measures, lack of standardization and functionality of information technology, and no clear pathway identified for improvement. Other difficulties could be associated with the results of the improvement initiative itself. For example, the introduction of computerized provider order entry systems for medication therapy prevents some errors from happening (e.g., related to illegible handwriting), but introduces other errors that might be avoided with better implementation strategies.

There are many change strategies, from single focus to multifaceted, that center on a structural approach and have been used successfully to create quality and patient safety improvements. One approach would be to implement bundles of
evidence-based interventions to simultaneously improve multiple outcomes, using health information technology when possible. Other strategies have focused on the components of the change process that need to be addressed.

Successful quality improvement strategy is based on the alignment of the goals of the organization with goals for quality and patient safety improvement, collaboration using interdisciplinary teams, applying evidence-based practice, and monitoring and assessing excellence. Quality improvement strategies that align with the values and beliefs of individuals and build on current processes can determine the pace and diffusion of change.

While organizations’ characteristics differ, as do characteristics of leaders and managers, success can be realized through continuous improvement with careful attention to finding a balance that avoids so much change that change fatigue results. Improvements must target organizational factors by using information technologies, developing effective teams, standardizing procedures with evidence, and using data and information to monitor performance. Focusing on the role, the influence, and the complexity of health care systems by thinking about the “big picture” involves understanding how a specific issue or outcome of concern interacts with numerous factors, both within and external to the system. In doing so, it may be more feasible to solve recurring problems with ineffective processes and poor outcomes, even when previous attempts have failed.

For health care systems and organizations to improve safety and quality, they need to learn to improve existing knowledge and processes, understand what is and is not working well, and both adopt and discover better ways to improve patient outcomes.

Organizational changes should be targeted using multifaceted strategies and interventions that focus on redesigning structural factors (e.g., staffing levels, roles and responsibilities of nurses, etc.), revising policies and procedures, and using multidisciplinary teams. Because the factors and issues involved in patient safety and quality improvement are complex, mirroring the complexity of health care systems, no one single intervention will accomplish performance goals and standards. Using a systematic approach to changing practice based on evidence when possible is required to improve patient safety and contribute to the evidential knowledge base and generalizability that can be used eventually for purposes of diffusion. Improving the quality and safety of health care may require the use of mixed or multiple methodologies to continually monitor and evaluate the impact and performance, because no one single method would be expected to be appropriate for the depth and breadth of change interventions.

Change can be slow because it is a process that involves many people and issues. Efforts to improve quality and safety need champions throughout the key areas within the organization as well as executive and midlevel managers. Champions can also be found among individuals for whom adverse events have
had incredible impact on their lives. It would follow then that when an opportunity is present to adopt new knowledge and evidence into practice, that individual professionals and professional groups have the power to impede or to facilitate the diffusion process. Adoption of new knowledge and evidence for change is a process that needs leadership involvement and support, fostering effective relationships and enabling action, utilizing ongoing monitoring and evaluation, and demonstrating flexibility according to findings from evaluation and changing needs. Yet the effect of this could be mitigated by the commitment and direction of senior leadership, who co-lead/co-coach with clinical leaders to use evidence in practice, and to continuously evaluate progress and make changes accordingly, to therefore improve organizational performance and patient outcomes.

For changes of care processes to be effective, interventions must not be first-order, short-term problem-solving that offers quick fixes but not lasting change. Instead, second-order problem-solving should be used, where the underlying causes and processes are examined. Even when processes and procedures have changed and demonstrated positive effects on patient outcomes, there is a concern about sustainability over time because the tendency of health care providers to deliberately deviate from the new standard of practice may be unavoidable. Ongoing monitoring and management of these new processes and procedures is required. How do you institutionalize change? Change initiatives are successful when they are built on the current way of doing things, are visible and have positive outcomes, are consistent with employees’ values and beliefs, are manageable, and are generalizable to the organization.

Basic Concepts in Patient Safety

Opportunities to improve safety have been drawn from numerous disciplines such as engineering, psychology, and occupational health. The IOM report brought together what had been learned in these fields and then applied the opportunities to health care, as described in the nine categories that follow.

1. User-Centered Design

Understanding how to reduce errors depends on framing likely sources of error and pairing them with effective ways to reduce them. The term “user-centered design” builds on human strengths and avoids human weaknesses in processes and technologies. The first strategy of user-centered design is to make things visible (including the conceptual model of the process) so that the user can determine what actions are possible at any moment, for example, how to return to an earlier step, how to change settings, and what is likely to happen if a step in a process is skipped. Another principle is to incorporate affordances, natural mappings, and constraints into health care. Although the terms are strange, their
meaning can be surprisingly easily applied to common everyday tasks, both in and out of the workplace.

An affordance is a characteristic of equipment or workspace that communicates how it is to be used, such as a push bar on an outward opening door that shows where to push or a telephone handset that is uncomfortable to hold in any but the correct position. Marking the correct limb for before surgery is an affordance that has been widely adopted. Natural mapping refers to the relationship between a control and its movement, for example, in steering a car to the right, one turns the wheel right. Other examples include using louder sound or a brighter light to indicate a greater amount.

Constraints and forcing functions guide the user to the next appropriate action or decision. A constraint makes it hard to do the wrong thing. A forcing function makes it impossible to do the wrong thing. For example, one cannot start a car that is in gear. Forcing functions include the use of special locks for syringes and indwelling lines that have to be matched before fluid can be infused, and different connections for oxygen and other gas lines to prevent their being inadvertently switched. Removing concentrated potassium chloride from patient units is a (negative) forcing function because it should never be administered undiluted, and preparation should be done in the pharmacy.

2. Avoid Reliance on Memory

The next strategy is to standardize and simplify the structure of tasks to minimize the demand on working memory, planning, or problem-solving, including the following two elements:

**Standardize process and equipment.** Standardization reduces reliance on memory and allows newcomers who are unfamiliar with a given process or device to do the process or use a device safely. For example, standardizing device displays (e.g., readout units), operations, and doses is important to reduce the likelihood of error. Other examples of standardizing include standard order forms, administration times, prescribing protocols, and types of equipment. When devices or medications cannot be standardized, they should be clearly distinguishable. For example, one can identify look-alike, but different, strengths of a narcotic by labeling the higher concentration in consistent ways, such as by shape and prominent labeling. When developed, updated, and used wisely, protocols and checklists can enhance safety. Protocols for the use of anticoagulants and perioperative antibiotics have gained widespread acceptance. Laminated dosing cards that include standard order times, doses of antibiotics, formulas for calculating pediatric doses, and common chemotherapy protocols can reduce reliance on memory.
Simplify key processes. Simplifying key processes can minimize problem-solving and greatly reduce the likelihood of error. Simplifying includes reducing the number of steps or handoffs that are needed. Examples of processes that can usually be simplified are writing an order, then transcribing and entering it in a computer, or having several people record and enter the same data in different databases. Other examples of simplification include limiting the choice of drugs and dose strengths available in the pharmacy, maintaining an inventory of frequently prepared drugs, reducing the number of times a day a drug is administered, keeping a single medication administration record, automating dispensing, and purchasing equipment that is easy to use and maintain.

3. Attend to Work Safety

Conditions of work are likely to affect patient safety. Factors that contribute to worker safety in all industries include work hours, workloads, staffing ratios, sources of distraction, and shift changes (which affect one’s circadian rhythm). Systematic evidence about the relative importance of various factors is growing with particular emphasis on health care staffing.

4. Avoid Reliance on Vigilance

Individuals cannot remain vigilant for long periods of time. Approaches for reducing the need for vigilance include providing checklists and requiring their use at regular intervals, limiting long shifts, rotating staff, and employing equipment that automates some functions. The need for vigilance can be reduced by using signals such as visual and auditory alarms. Also, well-designed equipment provides information about the reason for an alarm. There are pitfalls in relying on automation, if a user learns to ignore alarms that are often wrong, becomes inattentive or inexpert in a given process, or if the effects of errors remain invisible until it is too late to correct them.

5. Train Concepts for Teams

People work together throughout health care in multidisciplinary teams, whether in a practice; for a clinical condition; or in operating rooms, emergency departments, or ICUs. In an effective interdisciplinary team, members come to trust one another’s judgments and expertise and attend to one another’s safety concerns. Whenever it is possible, training programs and hospitals should establish interdisciplinary team training.

6. Involve Patients in Their Care

Whenever possible, patients and their family members or other caregivers should be invited to become part of the care process. Clinicians must obtain accurate information about each patient’s medications and allergies and make certain this
information is readily available at the patient’s bedside. In addition, safety improves when patients and their families know their condition, treatments (including medications), and technologies that are used in their care. At the time of discharge, patients should receive a list of their medications, doses, dosing schedule, precautions about interactions, possible side effects, and any activities that should be avoided, such as driving. Patients also need clear written information about the next steps after discharge, such as follow-up visits to monitor their progress and whom to contact if problems or questions arise.

Family caregivers deserve special attention in terms of their ability to provide safe care, manage devices and medication, and to safely respond to patient needs. Yet they may, themselves, be affected by physical, health, and emotional challenges; lack of rest or respite; and other responsibilities (including work, finances, and other family members).

Attention is now being given to problems resulting from lack of patient and family health literacy. For example, information may be too complex to absorb or in a language unfamiliar (even to educated and English-speaking patients)—and frightening. A simple example is rapidly given instructions on home care of a Foley catheter when, as often occurs, the patient is being discharged shortly after surgery and knows nothing about sterile technique or the design of the device. Another ubiquitous example is the warnings and dosage information on medication bottles, which many patients cannot understand how to apply.

7. Anticipate the Unexpected

The likelihood of error increases with reorganization, mergers, and other organization-wide changes that result in new patterns and processes of care. Some technologies, such as computerized physician order entry systems (CPOE), are engineered specifically to prevent error. Despite the best intentions of designers, however, all technology introduces new errors, even when its sole purpose is to prevent errors. Indeed, future failures cannot be forestalled by simply adding another layer of defense against failure. Safe equipment design and use depend on a chain of involvement and commitment that begins with the manufacturer and continues with careful attention to the vulnerabilities of a new device or system. Health care professionals should expect any new technology to introduce new sources of error and should adopt the custom of automating cautiously, always alert to the possibility of unintended harm, and should test these technologies with users and modify as needed before widespread implementation.

8. Design for Recovery

The next strategy is to assume that errors will occur and to design and plan for recovery by duplicating critical functions and by making it easy to reverse
operations and hard to carry out nonreversible ones. If an error occurs, examples of strategies to mitigate injury are keeping antidotes for high-risk drugs up to date and easily accessible and having standardized, well-rehearsed procedures in place for responding quickly to adverse events. Another strategy is to use simulation training, where learners practice tasks, processes, and rescues in lifelike circumstances using models or virtual reality.

9. Improve Access to Accurate, Timely Information

The final strategy for user-centered design is to improve access to information. Information for decision-making (e.g., patient history, medications, and current therapeutic strategies) should be available at the point of patient care. Examples include putting lab reports and medication administration records at the patient’s bedside and putting protocols in the patient’s chart. In a broader context, information is coordinated over time and across settings.

Communication and Team Collaboration

Communication failures are the leading root cause of the sentinel events. Lack of communication creates situations where medical errors can occur. These errors have the potential to cause severe injury or unexpected patient death.

In today’s health care system, delivery processes involve numerous interfaces and patient handoffs among multiple health care practitioners with varying levels of educational and occupational training. During the course of a 4-day hospital stay, a patient may interact with 50 different employees, including physicians, nurses, therapists, and others. Effective clinical practice thus involves many instances where critical information must be accurately communicated. Team collaboration is essential. When health care professionals are not communicating effectively, patient safety is at risk for several reasons: lack of critical information, misinterpretation of information, and overlooked changes in status.

Collaboration in health care is defined as health care professionals assuming complementary roles and cooperatively working together, sharing responsibility for problem-solving and making decisions to formulate and carry out plans for patient care. Collaboration between physicians, nurses, therapists, and other health care professionals increases team members’ awareness of each other’s type of knowledge and skills, leading to continued improvement in decision making.

Effective teams are characterized by trust, respect, and collaboration.

When considering a teamwork model in health care, an interdisciplinary approach should be applied. Unlike a multidisciplinary approach, in which each team member is responsible only for the activities related to his or her own
discipline and formulates separate goals for the patient, an interdisciplinary approach facilitates a joint effort on behalf of the patient with a common goal from all disciplines involved in the care plan. The pooling of specialized services leads to integrated interventions. The care plan takes into account the multiple assessments and treatment regimens, and it packages these services to create an individualized care program that best addresses the needs of the patient. The patient finds that communication is easier with the cohesive team, rather than with numerous professionals who do not know what others are doing to manage the patient.

It is important to point out that fostering a team collaboration environment may have hurdles to overcome: additional time; perceived loss of autonomy; lack of confidence or trust in decisions of others; clashing perceptions; territorialism; and lack of awareness of one provider of the education, knowledge, and skills held by colleagues from other disciplines and professions. However, most of these hurdles can be overcome with an open attitude and feelings of mutual respect and trust.

**Components of Successful Teamwork**

- Open communication
- Non-punitive environment
- Clear direction
- Clear and known roles and tasks for team members
- Respectful atmosphere
- Shared responsibility for team success
- Appropriate balance of member participation for the task at hand
- Acknowledgment and processing of conflict
- Clear specifications regarding authority and accountability
- Clear and known decision making procedures
- Regular and routine communication and information sharing
- Enabling environment, including access to needed resources
- Mechanism to evaluate outcomes and adjust accordingly

Unfortunately, many health care workers are used to poor communication and teamwork, as a result of a culture of low expectations that has developed in many health care settings. This culture, in which health care workers have come to expect faulty and incomplete exchange of information, leads to errors because even conscientious professionals tend to ignore potential red flags and clinical discrepancies. They view these warning signals as indicators of routine repetitions of poor communication rather than unusual, worrisome indicators. Although poor communication can lead to tragic consequences, effective communication can lead to the following positive outcomes: improved information flow, more effective interventions, improved safety, enhanced employee morale, increased patient and family satisfaction, and decreased lengths of stay.
Barriers to Effective Communication
Health professionals tend to work autonomously, even though they may speak of being part of a team. Efforts to improve health care safety and quality are often jeopardized by the communication and collaboration barriers that exist between clinical staff. Some of the more common barriers to inter-professional communication and collaboration include:

- Personal values and expectations
- Personality differences
- Hierarchy
- Disruptive behavior
- Culture and ethnicity
- Generational differences
- Gender
- Historical inter-professional and intra-professional rivalries
- Differences in language and jargon
- Differences in schedules and professional routines
- Varying levels of preparation, qualifications, and status
- Differences in requirements, regulations, and norms of professional education
- Fears of diluted professional identity
- Differences in accountability, payment, and rewards
- Concerns regarding clinical responsibility
- Complexity of care
- Emphasis on rapid decision making

Creating opportunities for different groups to just get together is a highly effective strategy for enhancing collaboration and communication. These group interactions can be either formal or informal. Encouraging open dialogue, collaborative rounds, implementing pre-op and post-op team briefings, and creating interdisciplinary committees or task forces that discuss problem areas frequently provides an upfront solution that reduces the likelihood of disruptive events.

Reporting Errors

Reporting errors is fundamental to error prevention because it holds providers accountable for performance and provides information that leads to improved safety. Conceptually these purposes are not incompatible, but in reality, they can prove difficult to satisfy simultaneously. Nonetheless, reporting potentially harmful errors that were intercepted before harm was done, errors that did not cause harm, and near-miss errors is as important as reporting the ones that do harm patients. Patient safety initiatives target systems-related failures that contribute to errors within the complex environment of health care. Because
many errors are never reported voluntarily or captured through other mechanisms, these improvement efforts may fail.

Errors that occur either do or do not harm patients and reflect numerous problems in the system, such as a culture not driven toward safety and the presence of unfavorable working conditions. To effectively avoid future errors that can cause patient harm, improvements must be made on the underlying, more-common and less-harmful systems problems most often associated with near misses. Systems problems can be detected through reports of errors that harm patients, errors that occur but do not result in patient harm, and errors that could have caused harm but were mitigated in some manner before they ever reached the patient. Reporting near misses (i.e., an event/occurrence where harm to the patient was avoided), which can occur 300 times more frequently than adverse events, can provide invaluable information for proactively reducing errors. Analysis of reported errors have revealed many “hidden dangers” (near misses, dangerous situations, and deviations or variations) that point to system vulnerabilities, not intentional acts of clinician performance that may eventually cause patients harm.

Just because an error did not result in a serious or potentially serious event does not negate the fact that it was and still is an error. Since reporting both errors and near misses has been key for many industries to improve safety, health care organizations and the patients they serve can benefit from enabling reporting. Reporting sets up a process so that errors and near misses can be communicated to key stakeholders. Once data are compiled, health care agencies can then evaluate causes and revise and create processes to reduce the risk of errors. As such, organizations have implemented strategies, such as staff education, elicitation of staff advice, and budget appropriations, to ease the implementation of patient safety systems and to improve internal reporting and disclosure to patients and families.

Health care providers are typically so devastated and embarrassed by their mistakes that they may attempt to conceal them or defend themselves by shifting the blame to someone or something else. Some attribute failure of honestly acknowledging health care mistakes to providers’ personal difficulty with admitting mistakes and incriminating other providers. Ethical frameworks operate when health care mistakes are made. Respect for patient autonomy is paramount, as is the importance of veracity. Fidelity, beneficence, and nonmaleficence are all principles that orient reporting and disclosure policies. Providers might benefit from accepting responsibility for errors, reporting and discussing errors with colleagues, and disclosing errors to patients and apologizing to them.

When providers tell the truth, practitioners and patients share trust. The fiduciary responsibility of institutions exists in patients’ and families’ trust that providers will take care of them. If providers cover up errors and mistakes, they do not
necessarily stay hidden and often result in compromising the mission of health care organizations. Consistent with their mission, institutions have an ethical obligation to admit clinical mistakes. Professional and organizational policies and procedures, risk management, and performance improvement initiatives demand prompt reporting. When patients, families, and communities do not trust health care agencies, suspicion and adversarial relationships result. Likewise, the breach of the principle of fidelity or truthfulness by deception damages provider-patient relationships. Fidelity and trust, implicit to the provider-patient relationship, do not coexist with deception.

Health care providers have legal and ethical obligation to report risks, benefits, and alternative treatments through informed consent mandates. Legal self-interest and vulnerability after errors are committed must be tempered by the principle of fidelity (truthfulness and loyalty). This ethical principle has been reinforced by practical lessons learned from errors; especially when an adverse event causes serious harm or even death, there is an ethical and moral obligation to disclose information. Candid reports and disclosure of errors by physicians as well as other health care providers (or institutional leadership if the physician refuses to disclose) might result in greater patient trust and less litigation. Furthermore, it is essential to act after errors are reported, with interventions aimed at protecting the welfare of patients by targeting iatrogenic problems and documenting the care given.

Additionally, the ethical principles of beneficence (doing good) and nonmaleficence (preventing harm) are violated when errors are not reported or disclosed. These ethical principles, beneficence and nonmaleficence, shape caring practice, and caring presupposes that providers act in the best interests of patients. For example, sharing information and preventing harm to patients through truth telling, regardless of good or bad news, build relationships between elder residents and nursing home staff. Thus, failure to disclose health care mistakes can be viewed from the perspective of provider control over the rights of patients or residents.

**Barriers to Error Reporting**

Many errors go unreported by health care workers. The major concern they have is that self-reporting will result in repercussions. Providers’ emotional responses to errors inhibit reporting, yet some are relieved when they share the events of the error with patients. Health care professionals report feeling worried, guilty, and depressed following serious errors, as well as being concerned for patient safety and fearful of disciplinary actions. They also are aware of their direct responsibility for errors. Many clinicians accept responsibility and blame themselves for serious-outcome errors. Similarly, physicians responded to memorable mistakes with self-doubt, self-blame, and shame. The need of clinicians for support may be fulfilled by discussing their mistake with another person. However, many received support most often from spouses rather than
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colleagues. Instead of bearing the pain of mistakes in silence, clinicians should admit them, share them with peers, and dispel the myth of perfect practice. However, this support might keep disclosure within the disciplinary culture and practice of medicine rather than bringing mistakes to multidisciplinary teams.

Self-reporting errors can be thwarted by several factors.

First, clinicians fear career-threatening disciplinary actions and possible malpractice litigation and liability. Health care leaders who do not protect reporters of errors from negative consequences reinforce this fear, as does the criminalization of fatal health care mistakes. Fear of these negative consequences can lead to reporting errors only when a patient is harmed or when the error could not be “covered up”; yet more health care providers are vulnerable to legal action if detailed error reports are documented for events that could formerly be concealed. Additionally, the moral residue of previous mistakes may also restrict disclosure of errors. This residue could be replaced in providers’ memories by efforts encouraging reporting in a non-punitive milieu and incorporating the systems improvements that follow. Clinicians do not want to intentionally harm patients; yet when they conceal errors, they place patients at increased risk of some type of harm.

Second, clinicians working in a culture of blame and punishment do not report all errors, primarily because they fear punishment. A long-held tradition in health care is the “name you, blame you, shame you” mantra. Many organizations have been challenged to provide an environment in which it is safe to admit errors and understand why the errors occurred. Fears of reprisal and punishment have led to a norm of silence. But silence kills, and health care professionals need to have conversations about their concerns at work, including errors and dangerous behavior of coworkers. Among health care providers, individual blame has been the predominant reaction for errors. When individuals and organizations are able to move from individual blame toward a culture of safety, where the blame and shame of errors is eliminated and reporting is rewarded, organizations are enabled to institutionalize reporting systems and increase reporting of all types of errors. To do so, clinicians and others must know that safety can be improved by non-punitive reporting of error and that organizational flaws cause errors. As communication, collaboration, and safety are inextricably linked in the pursuit of quality care, risk managers, safety officers, and other leaders in health care institutions are encouraging the development of a culture of safety. In a culture of safety, open communication facilitates reporting and disclosure among stakeholders and is considered the norm. Yet even in organizations with a culture of safety, creating a non-punitive environment is a work in progress.

Third, there is significant variation in how errors are defined, what information is reported, and who should be involved in reporting and mitigating the effects of errors. Differing definitions of errors and near misses and significant differences in reporting—among health care providers working in the same institution and
across health care systems—make it difficult to act and prevent similar errors. One of the greatest challenges confronting the patient safety movement is agreeing on standard definitions of what constitutes errors. Reporting near misses can facilitate a blame-free approach (a hallmark of a culture of safety) and fewer cultural and psychological barriers. Yet, clinicians who believe that an error or near miss was unimportant or caused no harm, especially if intercepted, might decide that a report of a near miss is not warranted; near misses are not frequently reported.

Lastly, error reports are difficult to complete, and feedback about needed system changes to improve safety is not commonly given. The lack of standardization in the information that is reported and collected makes comparisons and trending as well as preventing future errors difficult. Implementing and using standardized reports of error events, such as those available in hospital databases, is just one example of an open communication strategy, benefiting both clinicians and ultimately the patients they serve. However, the process for reviewing events is not consistently applied nor conducted in matter conducive to providing feedback and improving safety.

These and other barriers to reporting and disclosing errors must be breached to accomplish safer health care. Reporting errors and near misses through established systems provides opportunities to prevent future similar, and perhaps even more serious, errors. Failure to report and speak up about errors and near misses is unacceptable because the welfare of patients is at stake. Investigations into the reporting behaviors of clinicians have found that clinicians are more likely to report an error if the patient was not harmed. Clinicians would also be likely to report an error made by a colleague regardless of patient harm.

Several factors are necessary to increase error reporting: having leadership committed to patient safety; eliminating a punitive culture and institutionalizing a culture of safety; increasing reporting of near misses; providing timely feedback and follow-up actions and improvements to avert future errors; and having a multidisciplinary approach to reporting. Only through reporting errors can health care providers learn which system design and operational failures contribute to human fallibilities and subsequently improve the quality of care.

Error Disclosure

Disclosure of health care errors is not only another type of error reporting; it is also an account of a mistake. It involves an admission that a mistake was made and typically, but not exclusively, refers to a provider telling a patient about mistakes or unanticipated outcomes. Disclosure addresses the needs of the recipient of care (including patients and family members). However, while providers’ willingness to disclose errors may be stimulated by accountability, honesty, trust, and reducing risk of malpractice, clinicians may hesitate to
disclose because of professional repercussions, humiliation, guilt, and lack of anonymity.

Disclosure also sometimes calls for a formal verbal apology, in some institutions presented in writing by patient safety officers. Often the providers involved in the error apologize. The central element of disclosure is the trust relationship between patients (or residents of long-term care facilities) and health care providers. Agency policies specify the disclosure approach and identify the person—for example, the primary care provider or safety officer—who communicates the error, adverse event, or unanticipated outcome to the patient or resident or family member. Some institutions make error disclosure mandatory, and some disclose errors on a voluntary basis.

Providers are concerned about disclosure. They feel shame and fear about their mistakes. “Medical missteps” are transformed into clinical mistakes after practice standards are developed; next, malpractice suits follow. As a result, mistakes are subsequently hidden, creating a negative cycle of events. Furthermore, clinicians’ anxiety about malpractice litigation and liability and their defensive behavior toward patients block individual and group strategies for preventing and reducing medical errors, thus hindering error reduction attempts.

When patients’ concerns are not addressed, they are more unwilling to return for future care needs and follow medical advice, and are more likely to seek malpractice lawsuits. Several surveys of patients and the general public have found that they believe health care to be only moderately safe and that they are concerned about errors affecting them if they seek care in hospitals. Specifically, patients are concerned about misdiagnoses, physician errors, medication errors, nursing errors, wrong test/procedure errors, and problems with medical equipment.

Another dimension of reporting and disclosing errors is the role patients can have. Patients can understand, perceive the risk of, and are concerned about health care errors. As more is learned about errors, patients and clinicians have opportunities to improve health care quality. Patients want full disclosure and to know everything about medical errors that impact them. Disclosure can avert patients seeking another clinician and can improve patient satisfaction, trust, and positive emotional response to an error, as well as decrease the likelihood of patients seeking legal advice following the error. Patients have the right to know; patients and the public strongly desire disclosure. Failure to disclose mistakes and unanticipated outcomes limits opportunities for evaluation of systems and processes, and for sharing knowledge gained by publishing safety alerts across organizations, conducting educational sessions, modifying practice, and offering opportunities for improved performance. Disclosure is also an element that contributes to the creation of a culture of safety and as such must be accepted as a strategy in health care institutions interested in becoming high-reliability
organizations, “those in which error seldom occurs even in dangerous environments”.

A significant barrier to disclosing errors is the clinicians’ willingness to do so. This may in part be due to the lack of clarity as to exactly what should be disclosed, when the discussion should take place, and who (e.g., a hospital administrator, physician, or nurse) should disclose the error. When it comes to what should be disclosed, research has found that providers want to disclose only what had happened, but there are no universal rules for doing so. Decisions to disclose or not to disclose are complex and depend on how errors are defined and if they are recognized or detected. Health care providers are heavily influenced by their perceived professional responsibility, fears, and training, while patients are influenced by their desire for information, their level of health care sophistication, and their rapport with their provider.

Although there is no legal requirement to do so, both health care providers and patients seem to agree that disclosure of errors should take place whenever an adverse event occurs and a patient is harmed. Other research has found that the likelihood of disclosure increased as the severity of the error increased. Somewhat conflicting with this is the assertion that patients would suffer additional harm when “unnecessary” information was shared about a mistake. Unfortunately, this line of reasoning has its roots in the dubious contention that patients might be more harmed when told the truth as compared with disclosing the mistake.

Because there are instances when error disclosure has been followed by the “victims” seeking further action, the disclosure of errors in practice may not reflect all errors that have harmed patients, nor all those that could or should have been disclosed. In many instances, patients are less likely to seek legal action if the error is disclosed and if they do not suspect a cover-up. However, it is not known if there is a causal relationship between disclosure of errors and adverse consequences such as litigation.

### Root Cause Analysis

A retrospective approach to error analysis, called root cause analysis (RCA), is widely applied to investigate adverse events in medicine. RCA provides a structured and process-focused framework with which to approach sentinel event analysis. Its cardinal tenet is to avoid the pervasive and counterproductive culture of individual blame. Systems and organizational issues can be identified and addressed, and active errors are acknowledged. Systematic application of RCA may uncover common root causes that link a disparate collection of accidents (i.e., a variety of serious adverse events occurring at shift change). Careful analysis may suggest system changes designed to prevent future incidents.
To be credible, RCA requires rigorous application of established qualitative techniques. Once a sentinel event has been identified for analysis, a multidisciplinary team is assembled to direct the investigation. The members of this team should be trained in the techniques and goals of RCA, as the tendency to revert to personal biases is strong. Multiple investigators allow triangulation or corroboration of major findings and increase the validity of the final results. Based on the concepts of active and latent error, root cause analysis is generally broken down into the following steps:

1. **Data collection**: establishment of what happened through structured interviews, document review, and/or field observation. These data are used to generate a sequence or timeline of events preceding and following the event.
2. **Data analysis**: an iterative process to examine the sequence of events generated above with the goals of determining the common underlying factors:
   - Establishment of how the event happened by identification of active failures in the sequence.
   - Establishment of why the event happened through identification of latent failures in the sequence which are generalizable.

To ensure consideration of all potential root causes of error, all factors influencing clinical practice must be reviewed. Categories include institutional/regulatory, organizational/management, work environment, team factors, staff factors, task factors, and patient characteristics. Each category can be expanded to provide more detail. A credible RCA considers root causes in all categories before rejecting a factor or category of factors as non-contributory. At the conclusion of the RCA, the team summarizes the underlying causes and their relative contributions, and begins to identify administrative and systems problems that might be candidates for redesign.

**Pharmacological Components and Management in Therapy**

Therapists can play a vital role in reducing the frequency and severity of medical errors. The following recommendations outline some of the many ways that rehabilitation professionals can assist referring physicians with the pharmacological management of their patients.

1. Take a complete and accurate subjective history from each patient that includes:
   A. All previous and current medical problems, noting any inconsistencies or omissions from previously reviewed medical records.
   B. All current medications including dosage, frequency, and subjective side effects.
2. Collection of objective data which includes an assessment of all common therapy relevant pharmacological side effects associated with the medications the patient is taking.
3. Design safe and effective rehabilitation programs that address or accommodate for possible common pharmaceutical side effects.
4. Continuous monitoring and documentation of each patient’s overall condition throughout their entire rehabilitation process.

Undoubtedly, the most important thing that any therapist can do is continuously communicate with the referring physician. Because therapists often times see the patient much more frequently than the physician does, it is imperative that they act as the doctor’s eyes and ears concerning pharmaceutical management. Therapists should always notify the physician immediately if they suspect that the patient has not provided the doctor with complete or accurate information, if the patient appears to be experiencing side effects from the medication, or the medication is not effectively achieving the desired outcome.
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Post-Test

1. An injury that results from medical management is called a(n) _____. (p. 3-4)
   A. near miss
   B. medical error
   C. adverse event
   D. sentinel event

2. A therapist accidentally drops an exercise weight onto a patient’s foot causing an injury. This is an example of __________. (p. 4-5)
   A. active failure
   B. latent failure
   C. technical failure
   D. organizational / technical failure

3. A therapist routinely chooses not to use a policy mandated gait belt when performing transfer training activities with patients. This is an example of __________. (p. 6)
   A. skill based error
   B. rule based error
   C. knowledge based error
   D. None of the above

4. Which one of the following strategies is NOT part of a systems approach for improving safety in health care? (p. 6-9)
   A. Patient-centered care
   B. Teamwork & collaboration
   C. Elimination of human error
   D. A culture of safety

5. A button on a piece of equipment is labeled “Push Here to Start”. This is an example of ____________. (p. 14)
   A. affordance
   B. constraint
   C. forcing function
   D. natural mapping

6. ________ is the leading root cause of sentinel events. (p. 17)
   A. Communication failure
   B. Equipment malfunction
   C. Surgical error
   D. Clinical overutilization
7. Which of the following should be reported? (p. 19)
   A. An error that results in harm to a patient.
   B. A mitigated error that does not result in harm to a patient.
   C. A near miss
   D. All of the above

8. Which of the following regarding error disclosure is CORRECT? (p. 25)
   A. Heath care providers are legally required to disclose to patients all medical errors that may have contributed to an adverse event.
   B. There is a strong causal relationship between disclosure of errors and patient litigation.
   C. Neither A nor B is correct
   D. Both A & B are correct

9. Which of the following is FALSE regarding root cause analysis? (p. 25)
   A. RCA is a retrospective approach to error analysis.
   B. RCA provides a structured and process-focused framework with which to approach sentinel event analysis.
   C. RCA focuses on the assignment of systemic and individual blame.
   D. Systems and organizational issues can be identified and addressed, and active errors are acknowledged.

10. The most important thing that a therapist can do to assist a physician with the pharmacological management of a patient is: (p. 27)
    A. Carefully examine the patient’s medication
    B. Continuously communicate any adverse findings or responses with the referring physician.
    C. Include medication management in all ADL training sessions
    D. Alter the patient’s medication dosage if side effects become too great.